This article provides a tool for the analysis of Piecewise-deterministic Markov processes (PDMPs) which have recently gained attention with the proposal of new highly efficient Markov Chain Monte Carlo schemes such as the Bouncy Particle Sampler (BPS), the Zig-Zag process or the Randomized Hamiltonian Monte Carlo method (RHMC). A thorough theoretical analysis often relies on the generator of the semigroup of these processes. In this work, the main theorem establishes that the infinitely differentiable functions with compact support form a core of the generator of a PDMP under assumptions which are typically fulfilled in piecewisedeterministic MCMC schemes such as the RHMC, the BPS or the Zig-Zag. Due to this result, one is often able to focus on test functions in the analysis of these MCMC algorithms which is illustrated on the example of martingale problems at the end of this work. Recently, a new class of MCMC algorithms came up [14, 20, 7] which are based on so-called
Introduction
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a class of algorithms for sampling from a probability distribution. The problem of approximately computing samples with respect to a given target distribution occurs in a variety of applications and MCMC methods often provide the tools of choice to do that. For example, they are used for statistical inference in machine learning [13, 2, 10, 16, 12] and play an important role in the simulation of molecular dynamics and statistical physics [5, 1, 17, 18] .
Piecewise-deterministic Markov Processes (PDMPs) which were originally defined and studied in [8] . The general idea is to construct a time-continous Markov process which evolves deterministically up to a certain time but is interrupted at random times by random jumps. In other words, the dynamics are completely ruled by the following three things:
1. Deterministic dynamics: This is given by the solutions of ordinary differential equation or by the flow of a vector field.
Jump mechanism:
(i) Jump times: Determined by an intensity function λ ∶ R 2d → R ≥0 reflecting the idea that a jump occurs with intensity λ(z) if the process is at z ∈ R 2d .
(ii) Markov kernel of jumps: This determines the distribution of jumps given the current state of the process.
Among these recently proposed piecewise-deterministic MCMC schemes are the Bouncy Particle Sampler (BPS) [7] , the Zig-Zag process [4] or the Randomized Hamiltonian Monte Carlo method (RHMC) [6] and different variations of it [21, 20] . Despite their great empirical efficiency, these methods are not completely understood yet. The theoretical analysis of these processes is mainly based on their (extended) generator for which the theory of PDMPs in [8] provides a wide range of tools. Unfortunately, the functions of the domain of this generator often lack properties such as differentiability, boundedness or compact support which makes them hard and technical to handle mathematically. The goal of this work is help out here: it provides regular cores for a wide range of PDMPs which enables us to focus on sufficiently regular functions when we analyse these PDMPs. In particular, it establishes that C ∞ c (R 2d ) is a core for the Bouncy Particle Sampler, the Zig-Zag process and the Randomized Hamiltonian Monte Carlo method. More generally, I show that C ∞ c (R d ) is a core of the generator of the semigroup of a PDMP on R d if the PDMP fulfils the following properties 1. The vector field is continously differentiable and Lipschitz (assumption 1).
2.
The refreshment map R s is in C 1 (R 2d , R 2d ) and fulfils DR s ≤ 1. (see assumption 2).
3. The process is Feller (see assumption 3).
4.
Either the intensity λ is bounded and R s (z) → ∞ for z → ∞ for every s or refreshments are done isometrically, i.e. R s (z) = z for every s and z (see assumption 4).
The first assumption is natural to ensure that the vector field gives a well-defined and regular flow. The Feller assumption is somehow necessary for the result that
However, the second assumption is a real restriction although it is valid for most of the PDMPs used in MCMC. Finally, the fourth assumption seems to be rather arbitray but it is only used in two steps in the proof. For other examples of PDMPs who do not fulfil these assumptions, these two steps could be easily performed but better with the example at hand than with a general criteria. This work is structured as follows: in section 2 I define PDMPs on R d and the framework which I consider and proof the main result of this work (see theorem 1). Hereafter, I show how different MCMC schemes fulfil the main assumption for theorem 1 in section 3. Finally, I show by the example of martingale problems how the results of this work can be applied.
PDMPs and their Cores
Assume that d ∈ N is fixed and that we are given a vector field g ∈ C 1 (R d , R d ). We impose the following assumption on g:
Assumption 1 (Lipschitz continuity). The function g is Lipschitz continous, i.e. there exists a L > 0 such that
By assumption 1, the ODE
is described by a Lipschitz continous C 1 -vector field. By standard results about ODEs [3, theorem 2.5.6, theorem 7.3.1], uniqueness of the solution holds and there is a function ϕ ∈
. It immediately follows that (ϕ t ) t∈R defines a group of C 1 -diffeomorphisms on R d , i.e. for all real numbers s, t:
I will need the following inequality: Proof. By assumption 1, there exists a L > 0 such that
By Gronwall's inequality, it follows that:
. So one can see that the bound is actually sharp. Moreover, assume that we are given a measurable space (S, S) and let R ∶ R d × S → R d a function which will later determine the jumps of our process. We impose the following assumption
This assumption leads to the following inequality:
Suppose that assumption 1 and assumption 2 hold. Then for all t ≥ 0, k ∈ N,
Finally, assume that we are given a continous function λ ∶ R d → R ≥0 which will be the intensity function determining the jump times. For z ∈ R d , let µ z be the probability distribution on R ≥0 such that for all t ≥ 0
Now I come to the important definition of a Piecewise-deterministic Markov process. Let Ξ be a probability distribution on (S, S)
The process Z t defined like that is a Piecewise-deterministic Markov process which were thoroughly studied in [8] . The generator of Z t is given for a continously differentiable and bounded f by
We impose the following assumption:
Assumption 3 (Feller). P t is Feller, i.e. its semigroup P t satisfies the following two conditions:
Consider now P t as a semigroup on C 0 (R d ). Let L 0 be its generator on C 0 (R d ) defined by
This is advantageous since C 0 (R d ) consists of "nice" functions and has regular dense subsets.
Consequently, to study P t we are often able to restict our attention to regular functions due to the continuity of the operators P t . Since Markov processes are similiarly characterised via their generator, the question often arises whether such "sufficient subsets" also exists for dom(L 0 ). In contrast to the operators P t , L 0 is not continous in general and therefore a mere dense subset is not "sufficient". That is why one searches for cores. A core of L 0 is a subset D ⊂ dom(L 0 ) such that for all f ∈ dom(L 0 ) there exists a sequence f n ∈ D such that
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that assumption 1,assumption 2 and assumption 3 hold.
Then for fixed ω ∈ Ω, where (Ω, F) denotes the underlying measurable space, the function within the expectation is differentiable in z. By dominated convergence, it therefore suffices to show that the gradient is uniformly bounded:
by lemma 2.2 where in the last step I used that for a matrix A it holds A = A T . One can conclude that:
and by dominated convergence one can conclude that this partical derivative is continous and bounded by ∇f ∞ exp (Lt). In addition,
. ∎ Corollary 2.1. Suppose that assumption 1,assumption 2 and assumption 3 hold. Then the subspace D is a core of the generator L 0 of the semigroup P t considered as a semigroup on C 0 (R d ).
Proof. Proof. Since C 1 c (R d ) ⊂ D and D is a core, it suffices to show that for all f ∈ D there exist
and therefore
To bound the first term one can use that by assumption 1 g is Lipschitz. Define B k ∶= B(0, kc) ∖ B(0, k) and compute
Since f ∈ C 0 (R 2d ), this term goes to zero as k → ∞. The second term vanishes as k → ∞ if assumption 4 is true. Firstly, assume that the refreshments are isometric. Then the second term becomes
Secondly, assume that the intensity function is bounded and
So the second term can be bounded by
which converges to 0, too. ∎ Theorem 1. Suppose that assumption 1,assumption 2, assumption 3 and assumption 4 hold. Then C ∞ c (R 2d ) is a core of the generator L 0 of the semigroup P t considered as a semigroup on C 0 (R 2d )
) such that f n − f ∞ and ∇f n − ∇f ∞ go to zero as n → ∞ and such that suppf, suppf n ⊂ B(0, R) for a R > 0 (for example choose f n ∶= f * η k for a mollifier η k ). With a similiar computation as above, one sees that L 0 f n → L 0 f uniformly:
Clearly, the second and the third term converge to zero. What about the first term? If λ is bounded, it is trivial. If jumps are isometric R(z, ξ) = z , then
Examples of PDMPs fulfilling the assumptions
In this section, I give some examles of PDMPs fulfilling the assumptions of this work where I will focus on PDMPs which are relevant for recent MCMC schemes.
Randomized Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
Firstly, I discuss the Randomized Hamiltonian Monte Carlo method (RHMC) which is a variation of the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo method with the idea of using PDMPs. Recently proposed in [6] , it adresses the sensitivity of the HMC on the duration parameter t > 0. Instead of a constant time between two refreshments as in the HMC, the times t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , ... between the refreshments are i.i.d. random variables with distribution Exp(λ ref ). The state space is R d × R d where for an element z = (q, p) ∈ R 2d we interpret q ∈ R d as the coordinates and p as the velocity. The vector field is given by g(q, p) = (p, −∇U (q)) where U ∶ R d → R is a potential. The intensity λ = λ ref is constant and refreshments are done by Proof. If ∇U is Lipschitz then the vector field is Lipschitz, so assumption 1 is true. Since DR ξ (q, p) ≤ 1, it satisfies assumption 2. For α > 0 it is shown to be Feller (assumption 3) in [11] and assumption 4 (2) holds trivially for α > 0. and the vector field is g(q, p) = (p, 0) which is clearly Lipschitz. So assumption 1 is true. Consider refreshments done by (q, p) ↦ (q, O ξ,q (p)) where O ξ,q ∈ O(d) is a random orthogonal matrix. I will call this an Isometric Refreshment process. Examples of the process are the Zig-Zag process (R ξ (q, p) = (q, p 1 , ..., −p i(ξ) , ..., p d ) where i(ξ) is random) [4] the Pure Reflection process (R ∶ (q, p) ↦ (q, −p)) and as we will see also a simplified version of the Bouncy Particle Sampler.
Corollary 3.2. For an isometric refreshment process (e.g. Zig-Zag or a Pure Reflection process) it holds that C ∞ c (R 2d ) is a core of the generator of the corresponding semigroup. Proof. The only non-trivial thing to show is the Feller property. Let f ∈ C 0 (R 2d ) be arbitrary and z n → ∞. In the first case, it holds p n → ∞ as n → ∞. So
In the second case, it holds that p n ≤ C < ∞ and q n → ∞. If the process Z t starts at (q, p) then q t ≥ q − p t. So we get
Bouncy Particle Sampler
The Bouncy Particle Sampler (BPS) was introduced in [7, 19] . Again the state space is R d × R d and the vector field is g(q, p) = (p, 0). The bouncy particle sampler admits two kinds of jump mechanism. The first jump mechanism explains the name of this method and the intensity for it is given by λ(q, p) = ⟨∇U (q), p⟩ + . The idea is that if a jump of the second kind occurs at state z = (q, p), it is done in the same way as a particle would change his velocity after a collision with the hyperplane {∇U (q)} ⊥ , i.e. if one decomposes p in its parts tangential and orthogonal to this hyperplane p = p − ⟨∇U (q), p⟩ ∇U (q) 2 ∇U (q) + ⟨∇U (q), p⟩ ∇U (q) 2 ∇U (p) Proof. By direct computation one can see that R(q) is a (random) orthogonal matrix. So the Bouncy Particle Sampler without any refreshments is an Isometric refreshment process as defined above. ∎
In practice, the Bouncy Particle Sampler is used with refreshments and I will show how this case can also be covered with the result above. 
